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Librarians transform communities by weaving together the brilliance of its people. The result is called a library.
BECAUSE TRANSFORMATION IS ESSENTIAL TO THE COMMUNITIES WE SERVE.

LIBRARIES TRANSFORM
LIBRARIESTRANSFORM.ORG
Transformational Libraries

- Dedicated Core of Professionals [Librarians]
- A Community-Built Agenda and Narrative
- Philosophy Based on Knowledge
- Library as Platform
A Community-Built Agenda and Narrative

• Richland Library:
  • Help create a strong and resilient economy
  • Strengthen community cohesion
  • Transform educational outcomes for youth
  • Help break the cycle of poverty
Topeka, Kansas
Cazenovia New York
Philosophy Based on Knowledge Not Information
Access ≠ Impact
Connection Development
Not Collection Development
Library as Platform
Transformational Libraries

- Dedicated Core of Professionals [Librarians]
- A Proactive Agenda of Community Improvement
- A Foundation in Learning and Knowledge
- Library as Platform
Library as Bridge